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Love is in the air. Everyone’s kissing everyone, throwing all caution to the winds. No
one is paying heed to the lines from Bobbie Gentry’s No.1 country ballad: ‘I’ll Never
Fall in Love Again’: “What do you get when you kiss a guy/ You get enough germs to
catch pneumonia.” 

Instead, everyone seems to be singing the tune that’s been the rage all summer,
Madboy/Mink’s (Imaad Shah and Saba Azad), electro cabaret gem, “Taste My Kiss”:
“Do you know what time it is/ Don’t know what time it is/ Don’t care what time it is/
But I know it’s time to taste your kiss.” 
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The Kiss of Love campaign has touched a nerve. Non-violent protests have taken
place in Kochi, Kolkata, Chennai, Delhi and Hyderabad. 

The Kiss of Love campaign is a bid by young India to show they won’t be dictated to. The
campaign’s Facebook page has 120,000 likes

More protests are planned in the coming weeks. The campaign’s page on Facebook
has over 120,000 ‘likes’. 

It’s an important movement against moral policing. There are sceptics amongst the
liberals too. Is the campaign trivializing a complex issue? Is it deliberately
provocative? Is there too much emphasis being placed on the right to kiss in public? 

What seems obvious to me is that India’s educated young are saying enough is
enough. They will not take brickbats and slander lying down. 

In the absence of protest, the moral police has become further emboldened. The
world’s youngest nation is saying: please let us be. 

Deliberate provocation is okay. One has to get one’s message to the other side, and
as directly as possible. 

The kiss is symbolic. The campaign is about other things: our right to express
ourselves in public spaces. 

The city, remember, belongs to everyone and not to one section of society. It’s about
the right to love. It’s about the right to practice living arrangements other than
marriage, like live-in relationships. 

It’s about the right to marry across lines of religion, caste and age. Above all, it is an
argument about what constitutes ‘Indian culture.’ 

According to the moral police, the diverse West (a monolithic entity in the eyes of
these fringe groups), is in a moral mess. And they are exporting this to India. 

In addition, the ‘West’ lacks all culture. It has no universities, museums, libraries,
music, literature and cinema to speak of. 

The white man does nothing else apart from have sex, drink and do drugs. Even their
languages are evil. 
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According to the Sanskrit Shikshak Sangh, the decision to replace Sanskrit with
foreign languages in Kendriya Vidalayas is a “Western conspiracy” aimed at “ending
Indian civilisation”. 

According the president of the SSS, learning Sanskrit decreases the chances of
suicide, increases patriotic spirit, helps in the accumulation of wealth and brings
down the crime rate. 

Provocation 

The immediate provocation for the Kiss campaign came after a local channel
telecast images of a couple kissing and hugging in the parking lot of a Kozhikode
café. 

The café was vandalised by a frenzied mob. Kerala has seen a series of such
incidents. 

In Kannur, men attacked a pregnant woman as she rested on a bus station bench.
Her husband had gone to an ATM. 

Another woman who was on her way to work at Kochi’s IT park was stopped by a
group of men and slapped and abused. Her crime? She was riding pillion on a male
colleague’s motorcycle. 

All that the Kiss campaign is saying is: stop this violence, both physical and verbal. It
requires courage to take on goons. 

Protests can spin out of control and people can get hurt. This hasn’t prevented
young men and women from turning up. 

In Delhi, an ugly scene was averted by an alert police force. In Kochi, the moral
crusaders arrived armed with sticks. 

The Hindu Sena has publicly threatened the organisers of the protest with rape. 

Taunting

Arunabh Saikia, writing in newslaundry.com, talks about how he and a female friend
were taunted at the Delhi march. 

Men in an SUV with tinted windows hurled unprintable expletives at them, and asked
them to step into the car: “Car mein ghus ke kiss of love karo.” 

The dividing lines are clear. On the one side is a deeply conservative society whose
defenders are quick to be obnoxious and willing to resort to riot and arson. 

On the other, there’s the educated young who are sick and scared to be on the
receiving end of this gratuitous violence. They are finally striking back. 
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Share or comment on this article: Protesters are kissing goodbye to moral policing 

The kiss is symbolic. The campaign is about other things: our right to express ourselves in
public spaces

My parents still have arguments about PDA. My mother, who’s from Mumbai, has
always felt uncomfortable on the streets of Allahabad. 

My father likes to hold her hand. Every evening when they go for a stroll in Civil
Lines, he wants to do so. She pulls her hand away and asks him not to make a scene. 

My father’s argument is that it’s okay to do so at the ripe age of seventy. Who cares?
People still stare though. 

Why, even my partner and I have been ticked off for lovingly rubbing noses in the
middle of a party. 

That too by a well-known chick lit novelist. The Kiss of Love campaign is saying: Don’t
make us wait till seventy to hold hands and kiss. Our moment is now. 

The writer is the author of The Butterfly Generation 
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Jonah Hill wipes out
while trying to catch a
wave during a solo
surfing session in
Manhattan Beach... after
losing 40lbs in 2018
 

Melissa Gorga
showcases her toned
body in baby blue bikini
as she holds hands with
husband Joe during
family vacation to Miami
 

Kelly Brook flashes
her bra through a sheer
blouse as she arrives to
work at Heart FM in
stonewashed jeans and
a tan winter jacket
 

Demi Moore's
daughter Scout Willis
goes bra-free as sister
Tallulah models a sheer
tank top before they
head to lunch in Los
Angeles
 

'S**t hit the fan': Loose
Women's Jane Moore is
forced to apologise as
Paris Fury SWEARS live
on air while discussing
her sixth pregnancy
Oops  

Jennifer Lopez, 51,
models a plunging tank
top as she grooves to
her 2001 song 'I'm Real'
while plugging her skin
care line that contains a
secret ingredient
 

Kim Kardashian
drapes her body in pink
peonies as she sends a
message of strength
amid rumours her
marriage to Kanye is in
tatters: 'Flower Power'
 

Robin Thicke, 43, says
he goes to couples
therapy with fiancée
April Love Geary, 26,
AND his ex-wife Paula
Patton, 45: 'It opens
barriers for us'
 

Chris Hemsworth's
stunt double reveals his
incredible superhero
training session in the
gym for Thor: Love and
Thunder
 

Drew Barrymore
reveals why she is
motivated to never have
any work done on her
face: 'I'm a highly
addictive person' 
 

Coleen Rooney enjoys a
country hike with
Wayne and son Kit, 5,
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amid claims her 'peace
deal was snubbed by
WAG rival Rebekah
Vardy'
 

No longer a man in
uniform? Prince Harry
'will be banned from
wearing military outfits
at official events when
he is stripped of
patronages'
 

'Best wishes to the
Duke of Edinburgh':
Boris Johnson leads
well-wishers sending
'thoughts and prayers'
to Prince Philip, 99
 Admitted to hospital 

'It's disrespectful to
our religion': Rihanna is
accused of 'cultural
appropriation' for
wearing a pendant of
Hindu god Ganesha in
topless photo
 

Queen Latifah says
she 'still talks' with her
late mother Rita Owens
nearly three years after
losing her to an
autoimmune disease: 'I
get little signs'
 

FKA Twigs reveals
Shia LaBeouf used to
brag about SHOOTING
stray dogs to get 'in
character' for his 'art' -
and says it is a 'miracle'
she came out alive
 

Taylor Swift's
boyfriend Joe Alwyn
and Girls' Jemima Kirke
in Conversations with
Friends casting
following success of
Normal People
 

Liev Schreiber dons
military uniform as he
joins Josh Hutcherson
to film vintage car
scenes for Across The
River And Into The
Trees in Venice
 

'Posed vs relaxed':
Love Island's Amy Hart
warns 'Instagram isn't
all it seems' as she
posts side by side bikini
comparison
Striking 

Patrick Dempsey's CBS
pilot Ways & Means
'scrapped' after 'script
supervisor tests
positive' for COVID
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PICTURED: 'Hit-and-
run' driver, 71, who
'killed' Nicki Minaj's
father Robert Maraj, 64,
in Long Island crash
turns himself in
 

She's back! Megan
McKenna looks
comfortable and casual
as she leaves recording
studio where she's
making her new country
album
 

Bradley Cooper, 46,
carries his daughter
Lea, three, in his arms
as they go for a walk in
freezing cold New York
City
 

Cardi B thanks her
fans for their support
after her single Up
debuts at number two
on the Billboard Hot 100
Chart
 

Chloe Ferry turns up
the heat as she goes
braless in a plunging
skintight top and
reveals she's 'fallen off
the diet bandwagon'
after 2st weight gain
 

Eddie Murphy talks
about the pressure of
making Coming 2
America amazing as he
poses with daughter/co-
star Bella Murphy
 

Love Island's Malin
Andersson displays her
incredible curves as she
dons black lingerie for
sizzling snap
The reality star, 28,
showcased her curves

Britney's Insta-code:
Fans insist star is using
her social media to
send cries for help,
from a photo of a dying
rose to a cryptic image
of a Scrabble board
 

Selling Sunset star
Christine Quinn shows
off her lithe physique in
a pink mesh dress as
she cooks up a storm in
new isolation shoot
Wow  

Love Island's Georgia
Harrison flaunts her
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sensational physique
in a bandeau
'handkerchief' bikini as
she poses in a
swimming pool in Dubai
 

'It's going so fast!'
Pregnant Georgia
Kousoulou displays her
growing bump in a
white crop top as she
reaches her third
trimester
 

EXCLUSIVE  How Lori
Loughlin's obsession
with appearances and
Felicity Huffman's fear
of being an inadequate
mother led to their role
in the college scandal
 

Bikini-clad Bella
Thorne feeds porn star
Abella Danger
strawberries and grapes
before passionately
kissing her in candlelit
swimming pool
 

Inside Katie Price's
birthday celebrations
for Carl Woods, 32, with
balloons and a song
from her son Harvey...
after the pair 'escaped a
fine for travelling 150
miles for work shoot'
 

Bam Margera 'failed to
abide by conditions' set
by Jackass 4 producers
which led to his firing...
including 'staying
sober, using a seeing a
psychologist and
routine drug tests'
 

Alexa PenaVega
announces the gender
of her third child with
sweet shot of her kids
eating pink cake: 'IT'S A
GIRL!'
Sweet  

Cruella is BORN!
Emma Stone shows
how maniacal, two-tone
haired, bloodthirsty, fur-
lover came to be in first
trailer for origin story...
but angry fans lament
similarities to The Joker
 

Inside the King
Edward VII Hospital:
Prince Philip, 99,
returns for fourth time
in four years to
London's 'foremost
private hospital'
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Love Island's Ellie
Brown showcases her
jaw-dropping figure as
she poses in sheer
lingerie for sizzling
snap 
A stunning mirror selfie

Kate Garraway reveals
she struggled to sleep
after locking horns with
GMB guest over vaccine
passports amid
husband Derek Draper's
corona battle
 

'I'm really grateful':
Rita Ora reveals how
happy she is to work in
Australia on The Voice...
after jetting over from
the UK following Covid
rule-breaking backlash
 

'His little head was so
swollen and bruised':
Ashley James reveals
her son Alfie had a
'traumatic' delivery after
his heart rate dropped
as she shares snaps
 

Larsa Pippen insists
still-married NBA player
Malik Beasley and his
wife 'had issues' before
she started dating him:
'They weren't together'
Candid  

'I'm up for a change!':
Strictly's Giovanni
Pernice says he is open
to be paired with a man
for the next series and
his top pick Piers
Morgan is 'ready'
 

Behati Prinsloo shares
a rare snap of her
youngest daughter
Gio... one day after her
birthday: 'My bestie
turned 3'
 

Diego Maradona's
carer crushed sleeping
pills into his beer so he
wasn't a nuisance at
night and he was given
alcohol on-demand at
9am in the months
before he died
 

Jason Sudeikis laughs
with crew on the set of
Ted Lasso 2 in London
after ex Olivia Wilde
sets up home with new
boyfriend Harry Styles
 Case of the ex 

'I'm lucky I get to be
the one he calls dad':
Tom Fletcher sports a
superhero costume as
he posts gushing tribute
to son Buddy on his
fifth birthday
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Charles and Camilla
meet Covid-19 vaccine
trial volunteers with
Matt Hancock despite
concern for Prince
Philip, 99, who's been
admitted to hospital 
 

MIC millionaire Jamie
Laing accused of being
'privileged' as he uses
Denzel Washington
quote to claim 'ease is a
greater threat to
progress than hardship'
 

Who is Bridgerton's
first Asian star? Show
continues colour-blind
casting with Simone
Ashley playing society
beauty who steals
Anthony Bridgerton
 

Sky News presenter
Jacquie Beltrao, 55,
admits she's a 'little bit
worried' as she shares
video ahead of surgery
to remove lymph nodes
amid breast cancer 
 

Married At First Sight
star Dan Webb BLASTS
British trolls as 't**ts
who need grammar
lessons'... before
butchering his own
grammar in an epic rant
 

Buffy The Vampire
Slayer's Nicholas
Brendon is 'not ready to
discuss' Joss Whedon
abuse allegations as he
undergoes surgery for a
'paralysed penis'
 

'Normally they say
sing to the baby!'
Pregnant Laura
Whitmore shares clip of
husband Iain Stirling
smooching her growing
bump 
 

'If you're going to set
off a nuclear bomb, tell
your granny': Harry and
Meghan denied the
Queen 'common
courtesy' by not sharing
plans for Oprah chat

The REAL Young
Rock: How Dwayne
Johnson overcame a
tough upbringing with
his 'bad dude' wrestler
father, arrests for theft
and fighting as a teen 

'It's so uncomfortable!'
Love Island's Rebecca
Gormley reveals she
underwent surgery to
correct her injured arm
after 'awful' fall
Ouch Share
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The Bachelorette's
Clare Crawley and
estranged fiance Dale
Moss look friendly as
they REUNITE at a bar
in Florida... just weeks
after their split
 

Jonathan Ross'
daughter Honey, 23,
puts on a confident
display as she flaunts
her curves in feathered
bra after slamming
'fatphobic' Instagram
 

'Someone decipher
this code': Britney
Spears sparks 'secret
message' speculation
among fans by sharing
cryptic image of a
Scrabble board
 

'This smile explains a
lot!' The Masked
Singer's Aston
Merrygold shares the
adorable moment son
Grayson, 3, discovered
he was Robin
 

Former Victoria's
Secret model Georgia
Fowler has a 'pinch me'
moment after spotting
herself on bus
advertisements in
Sydney
 

Corrie's Sally Dynevor,
57, reveals she's had
her COVID jab... joining
younger stars including
Nigella Lawson, 61, and
Jo Whiley, 55, getting
early injections
 

'I've steered people in
the right direction':
Strictly's Shirley Ballas
sought advice from her
therapist after receiving
'suicidal' messages
from fans
 

Petra Ecclestone's
gold dealer ex James
Stunt, 39, insists he is
'absolutely not guilty' of
racially abusing a police
officer near his £3.9m
Knightsbridge home
 

Eve Hewson reveals
her U2 star dad Bono
refused to hire 'good-
looking support bands'
in her teens because
she was a 'little
troublemaker'
 

'Did a TikTok... won't
do a TikTok again:'
Roman Kemp is left with
egg on his face after
taking part in a VERY
messy centre of gravity
challenge
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'I felt hopeless': Lil
Nas X admits he had no
friends during college
and feared he'd die
soon as he details his
past battle with
depression
 

Love Island's Hayley
Hughes poses up a
storm in a very cheeky
leopard print thong
bikini during Dubai
photoshoot
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'The only bra that my
saggy t**s fit in at the
moment!' Daisy May
Cooper shares hilarious
snap wearing a pair of
STOCKINGS following
her weight loss
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Dwayne Johnson
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Rita Ora stuns in
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Reynolds sends
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she models a black bra
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Wow  

EXCLUSIVE  'I feel
inadequate': Nadia
Essex details the 'mum
guilt' and 'anxiety' of
parenting in a pandemic
- but says her baby son
has 'kept her going'
 

'I would consider a
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Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson reveals he has
not given up on his
political aspirations
President Rock 
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Emily Ratajkowski
displays her
blossoming bump in an
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shares throwback
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lifestyle after putting on
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Bucks Fizz's Cheryl
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'It's the worst pain,
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ever experienced':  Elsa
Hosk, 32, pens detailed
birth essay as she says
pushing daughter out
was 'like a horror movie'
 

Myleene Klass cuts a
trendy figure in a black
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cap as she arrives for
work at Smooth Radio
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42, looked chic 

Gabby Allen flaunts
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Jessica Alves is
wheeled into surgery for
'life changing' cosmetic
procedure after
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quarantine at a Bangkok
hospital
 

'I still feel really good':
Jacqueline Jossa says
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after revealing she's
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Ferne McCann admits
she finds it 'scary
trusting someone to see
your body' as she talks
about sex following new
romance with beau Jack
Padgett
 

Dancing On Ice's
Jason Donovan endures
an electric physio
treatment for his back
after being forced to
miss last live show due
to injury concerns
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Alex Ferguson was so
worried about losing his
memory after a brain
haemorrhage in 2018 he
asked son Jason to
direct an 'honest and
intimate' documentary
 

Ashley Roberts makes
a statement in a neon
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leather coat as she
heads home after
appearing on Heart
Radio
 

Kourtney Kardashian
CONFIRMS romance
with Travis Barker as
they each share hand-
holding photo
The 41-year-old reality
star took to Instagram
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genuine loss for Captain
Sir Tom Moore' because
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daughter who reveals
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letter' after his death
 

Denise Welch reflects
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EXCLUSIVE  Kylie
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TRANSFER FEE in
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Jonah Hill shows off
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hair as he puffs on a
cigarette while leaving a
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The actor, 37, was
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transforms into
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Of A Scandal in London 
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Cardi B and Offset
return from Mexico with
daughter Kulture on a
private jet... before
she's forced to defend
her success in the
music charts
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Casey Affleck sports a
mystery cast on his left
ankle and wrist as he is
spotted heading out on
a walk in LA
The 45-year-old actor
didn't look pleased

EXCLUSIVE  Olivia
Wilde pictured moving
her belongings into
Harry Styles' LA home
after leaving the family
base she shared with ex
Jason Sudeikis 
 

'Please allow yourself
to be happy': Rebekah
Vardy writes an
emotional open letter to
her younger self as she
reflects on her turbulent
teens ahead of her 39th
birthday
 

Olivia Newton-John
suffers multiple
technical blunders and
is abruptly cut off
during The One Show
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Kristen Stewart
splashes out $6 million
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five bathrrom
Mediterranean Revival-
style home in Los
Angeles
 

Inside Harry Styles
and Olivia Wilde's
temporary home:
Actress, 36, has been
living with musician, 27,
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'staying in to film Don't
Worry Darling'
 

Anwar Hadid opts for a
laid back look in a T-
shirt and black trousers
as he goes shopping
with his pals on Melrose
Avenue 
Low-key 

Amelia Gray Hamlin,
19, puts on a very busty
display in a tiny sports
bra and matching
leggings as she
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EXCLUSIVE  Bling
Empire's Cherie Chan
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me'
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NAKED atop a giant
birthday cake to mark
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cherry to celebrate the
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Thrones co-stars Rose
Leslie and Kit Harington
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their bundle of joy
 

Miley Cyrus proudly
displays her toned abs
in a blue baby tee as
she encourages
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poses' on Instagram
Top of the crops  

Selena Gomez shares
sexy 'Polaroid' in racy
jumpsuit along with
'real life' in glasses on
Instagram
The 28-year-old singer
shared a slew of snaps

Gwyneth Paltrow
reveals she had COVID-
19 'early on' and it has
left her with 'long-term
fatigue, body
inflammation and brain
fog'
 

Rebel Wilson enjoys a
bit of pampering at a
hair salon in Los
Angeles with her gal
pals... following recent
split from beau Jacob
Busch 
 

Dwayne Johnson
opens up about 'eight or
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he promotes his new TV
show Young Rock
 

Kim Kardashian poses
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legs as she takes Insta
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winter glam in a white
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from Ivy Park's latest
collection
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Anya Taylor-Joy is a
vision in red as she
shoots scenes for David
O. Russell's untitled film
with co-stars Margot
Robbie and Rami Malek
in Los Angeles
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Taylor Swift gets a
boost for next year's
Grammy Awards as the
organization says she
CAN be nominated for
her rerecorded albums
Great news  

Lucy Hale carries new
puppy Ethel in doggie
sling as she steps out in
downtown Los Angeles
with gal pal
Puppy love  

Gordon Ramsay 'says
s**t just 45 SECONDS
into new game show
Bank Balance' as
famously foul-mouthed
chef swaps cooking for
presenting

Kourtney Kardashian
enjoys a low-key dinner
with pals hours after
confirming Travis
Barker romance in
striking Instagram post  
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Kourtney Kardashian
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yoga in cut-off workout
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Barker romance
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